
   
   

 

 

POSITION SUMMARY:  
As the Parts Associate for Brimhall Foods, it is important to understand the responsibilities and duties that are 
integral to ensuring the continued success of the company goals. The Parts Associate plays an important role by 
maintaining the correct inventory and stock of required parts in order to avoid costly production downtime and 
allowing the maintenance department to perform repairs from stock parts on hand. The Parts Associate is also 
responsible for conducting vendor research, maintaining a comprehensive list of vendors, and organizing a 
competitive bidding process to ensure the lowest costs are incurred while ensuring the overall quality of the parts 
purchased. 

POSITION DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:  

 Inventory Management 
The Parts Associate is responsible for managing inventory based on demand, budget, and cost targets. You 
must be able to maintain stock at a level that enables the maintenance and production departments to 
complete their work without delay. However, you must also avoid the costs of carrying excessive 
inventory. The Parts Associate must have a thorough working knowledge of the MicroMain system so that 
you can effectively record and analyze the movement of parts. You must also maintain an accurate list of 
assets that are under warranty to avoid unnecessary replacement costs for parts that have failed before the 
expiration of the manufacturer’s warranty. 
 

 Purchasing 
Sourcing quality parts at the right price is an important aspect of the job. The Parts Associate must be able 
to identify and evaluate suppliers who can offer replacement parts that match the quality of OEM parts. 
You must have good negotiating skills so that you can obtain the best prices for the parts. Maintaining an 
up to date supplier list and consistently conducting supplier/vendor price research to ensure that you are 
keeping purchasing costs down is integral to the maintenance department budget. The Parts Associate must 
also manage all purchase orders and resolve any discrepancy for all purchase orders. 

 Team Management 
As the Parts Associate, you are responsible for the direct supervision of your parts assistants. This involves 
detailing daily, weekly, and monthly tasks integral to the success of the parts department such as inventory 
schedules, parts room organization, parts cleaning, etc. It’s your job to ensure that your assistants are 
trained to the organizational standard within the department, have adequate knowledge to assist in the 
retrieval of parts for mechanics and production staff, and always maintain a positive professional demeanor 
while performing their daily tasks. 

Position Title: Parts Associate 

Location: Brimhall Foods Company, Inc. 

Department: Maintenance 



 

 Communication 
As the Parts Associate, you must understand that the success of the production department is built upon the 
foundation of a well-organized parts department. As such, communication within the company is vital to 
the success of the parts department. By maintaining a positive flow of communication with the 
maintenance department manager, the mechanics, and the production department managers, you will be 
able to accurately update the on hand parts inventory to reflect trend analysis for normal wear parts and 
recurring failure rates on equipment within the company. It is important to listen to the input as well as seek 
out input from the maintenance department staff when conducting inventory to ensure that part/component 
failure trend analysis is accurate and not just the result of engineering or troubleshooting research and 
development testing within the maintenance department. This will alleviate you unnecessarily stocking or 
restocking parts that are not required. 

BACKGROUND/EXPERIENCE 

• High school diploma or equivalent, Associates degree or above preferred 
• 3 – 5 years’ experience as a Parts Associate or an equivalent role preferred 
• Experience with profit and loss responsibility and management 
• Experience in parts is highly preferred 
• Must be proficient in Microsoft Excel 
• Excellent communication and time-management skills 
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POSITION SUMMARY: 

As the Parts Associate for Brimhall Foods, it is important to understand the responsibilities and duties that are integral to ensuring the continued success of the company goals. The Parts Associate plays an important role by maintaining the correct inventory and stock of required parts in order to avoid costly production downtime and allowing the maintenance department to perform repairs from stock parts on hand. The Parts Associate is also responsible for conducting vendor research, maintaining a comprehensive list of vendors, and organizing a competitive bidding process to ensure the lowest costs are incurred while ensuring the overall quality of the parts purchased.

POSITION DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

· Inventory Management

The Parts Associate is responsible for managing inventory based on demand, budget, and cost targets. You must be able to maintain stock at a level that enables the maintenance and production departments to complete their work without delay. However, you must also avoid the costs of carrying excessive inventory. The Parts Associate must have a thorough working knowledge of the MicroMain system so that you can effectively record and analyze the movement of parts. You must also maintain an accurate list of assets that are under warranty to avoid unnecessary replacement costs for parts that have failed before the expiration of the manufacturer’s warranty.



· Purchasing

Sourcing quality parts at the right price is an important aspect of the job. The Parts Associate must be able to identify and evaluate suppliers who can offer replacement parts that match the quality of OEM parts. You must have good negotiating skills so that you can obtain the best prices for the parts. Maintaining an up to date supplier list and consistently conducting supplier/vendor price research to ensure that you are keeping purchasing costs down is integral to the maintenance department budget. The Parts Associate must also manage all purchase orders and resolve any discrepancy for all purchase orders.

· Team Management

As the Parts Associate, you are responsible for the direct supervision of your parts assistants. This involves detailing daily, weekly, and monthly tasks integral to the success of the parts department such as inventory schedules, parts room organization, parts cleaning, etc. It’s your job to ensure that your assistants are trained to the organizational standard within the department, have adequate knowledge to assist in the retrieval of parts for mechanics and production staff, and always maintain a positive professional demeanor while performing their daily tasks.

· Communication

As the Parts Associate, you must understand that the success of the production department is built upon the foundation of a well-organized parts department. As such, communication within the company is vital to the success of the parts department. By maintaining a positive flow of communication with the maintenance department manager, the mechanics, and the production department managers, you will be able to accurately update the on hand parts inventory to reflect trend analysis for normal wear parts and recurring failure rates on equipment within the company. It is important to listen to the input as well as seek out input from the maintenance department staff when conducting inventory to ensure that part/component failure trend analysis is accurate and not just the result of engineering or troubleshooting research and development testing within the maintenance department. This will alleviate you unnecessarily stocking or restocking parts that are not required.
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